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Robust feature matching in
long-running poor quality videos
Craig Henderson and Ebroul Izquierdo, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—Finding corresponding key points in images from
security camera videos is challenging. Images are generally low
quality and acquired in uncontrolled conditions with visual dis-
tortions caused by weather, crowded scenes, emergency lighting
or the high angle of the camera mounting. We describe a
methodology to match features between images that performs
especially well with real-world images. We detect frame dupli-
cation and images from static scenes that have no activity to
prevent processing saliently identical images, and describe a novel
blur sensitive feature detection method, a combinatorial feature
descriptor and a distance calculation that efficiently unites texture
and colour attributes to discriminate feature correspondence in
low quality images. Our methods are tested by performing key
point matching on real-world security images such as outdoor
CCTV videos, and we demonstrate an improvement in accuracy
of matching key points between images compared with state-
of-the-art feature descriptors. We use key point features from
Harris Corners, SIFT, SURF, BRISK and FAST as well as
MSER and MSCR region detectors to provide a comprehensive
analysis of our generic method. We demonstrate feature matching
using a 138-dimensional descriptor that improves the matching
performance of a state-of-the-art 384-dimension colour descriptor
with just 36% of the storage requirements.
Index Terms—Feature extraction, Image color analysis, Pattern
matching
I. INTRODUCTION
FEATURE descriptors and inter-image feature matchinghave been well researched areas in computer vision for
many years. Most works assess the performance of descriptor
matching using high quality images, for example, in the field
of video analysis, popular techniques have used Hollywood
movies as a test dataset [1], [2], [3]. However, security cameras
work in uncontrolled environments and record constantly
without continual adjustment to focus, lighting and position
that a feature film is privileged with. As a result, the low
resolution images generally have poor color clarity and little
discriminative or representative texture definition (Figure 1).
Consequently, contemporary methods are not robust to the
challenges of low quality images that result from these sys-
tems. Figure 2 shows a comparison of image quality from
two popular feature films used in the literature and two typical
images from street level fixed closed-circuit television (CCTV)
cameras in London, UK. Forensic analysis of security camera
video sequences is a less well studied field and demands adap-
tation of contemporary methods to accommodate the image
quality differences that exist. The quality of images from each
security camera varies considerably, and this inconsistency can
cause difficulties in matching features between camera images.
Our intent is to identify and match patterns such as a brand
logo, a colored pattern on a scarf or hat, a tattoo or other
Fig. 1. Variation in low-quality CCTV images with poor lighting and long
range camera views. Images taken from the same camera at different zoom
levels. When a subject appears in the distance, the color and texture definition
is poor and inconsistent with frames when the subject is closer.
distinctive marking on a person, object or clothing. Texture
alone is not sufficient to find correspondences between frames
in security videos, and therefore the effectiveness of popular
gradient-based descriptors such as SIFT and SURF is limited.
This paper focuses on color images where color can be a sig-
nificant, albeit often subtle, discriminator in identifying items
within an image and we establish a methodology to improve
the robustness of matching features by using information from
a blurred image and color detail to increase the discriminative
properties of feature descriptors.
In mainstream content-based image retrieval (CBIR) sys-
tems, color can be useful, but is not absolutely discriminative.
For example, a bus is a bus regardless of its color, and a query
to a CBIR system for a bus would be expected to find buses of
all colors. In such a system, color can be treated as an attribute
that may or may not be used in the search. A search for a
Daffodil in a database of images of flowers may consider color
as an important search criteria as all Daffodils are a variant
of yellow. In our environment of CCTV image matching, we
are interested in finding and tracking a specific instance of an
object rather than a category of object, and so color can be
used as a discriminating factor in matching correspondences.
In a crowd scene with two people with similarly patterned
shirts, color can be used to identify the correct shirt, for
example.
Our interest is in large-scale processing of long-running
videos which demand fast processing of a very large number
of features. We are therefore motivated by simple solutions
to complex problems with low computation requirements and
minimal storage, intentionally avoiding some of the complex-
ities of other methods in the interest of execution speed.
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Fig. 2. Comparing the definition of broadcast quality films (top) and typical
CCTV images. Top left, a frame from the 1993 film Ground Hog Day starring
Bill Murray and Andie MacDowell; Top right, a frame from the 1998 German
science-fiction action thriller Run Lola Run starring Franka Potente. Bottom
row, scenes from CCTV footage have far less definition and clarity.
Our contributions are simple and fast algorithms that com-
bine to provide memory- and processing-efficient feature
matching which we demonstrate to improve on current meth-
ods that use Euclidean distance to match intensity- and color-
feature descriptors.
• Preprocessing to eliminate redundant information A
method to robustly eliminate duplicate frames caused by
video recapturing or static frames of no activity, resilient
to the presence of an on-screen timer, clock or frame
counter.
• Adaptive blur-sensitive feature detection An adaptive
approach to the detection of features that will correspond
between two images, guided by the sharpness of the two
images.
• Combinatorial Texture and Color feature matching A
novel technique to combine texture and color features and
measure distance between descriptors for robust feature
matching.
We show that our methodology improves feature matching
of low-dimensional intensity descriptors with an overhead of
just 10 integers per features, to compete with much higher di-
mensional color descriptors. In addition, the method is shown
to improve correspondence of established high-dimensional
color descriptors.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. §III provides
an overview of related literature on color features descriptors
followed by some background information on the challenges
faced in our domain of processing poor quality images, §II.
The proposed methodology is then described in detail in
§IV and evaluated in §V. Finally, §VI assesses the storage
efficiency and accuracy trade-off that is important in large-
scale systems, and we conclude in §VII.
II. MOTIVATION
Fluctuating lighting conditions caused by fire and emer-
gency vehicle lights are commonplace in video that undergoes
forensic analysis. Fast camera pan or zoom, frenzied motion
within a frame, or a combination of both can cause significant
blurring in frame images which results in a lack of texture.
CCTV cameras are often sited very high and cover a long field
of view where objects in the distance lack color definition. In
videos from these cameras, frame-to-frame tracking of texture
or color features alone fail to cope with the variations of
blur and lighting where images of the object, person, tattoo,
logo, or clothing pattern appears differently in each frame.
Low image quality and inter-frame inconsistencies such as
these are generally absent from Hollywood movies, but are
a very serious barrier to applying state-of-the-art computer
vision algorithms to CCTV videos.
Texture alone is therefore not sufficient to find correspon-
dences between frames in security videos, and the effective-
ness of matching popular intensity descriptors such as SIFT
and SURF is limited. In this paper we establish a method to
improve the robustness of matching features by using color
information to increase discriminative properties of a texture
feature descriptors.
III. RELATED WORK
Popular key point feature detectors SIFT [4], SURF [5] are
slow to calculate and designed to identify texture structures in
gray scale images, defined only by pixel intensity variations.
Computationally efficient key point detectors such as BRISK
[6] and corner detectors such as Harris Corner Detector [7] and
FAST [8] enable use of keypoint tracking in real time systems
by reducing the computation overhead [9]. Leutenegger et
al. [6] observed that extremely efficient key point detectors
such as FAST and BRIEF [10] offers a much more suitable
alternative for real-time applications. Alternatively, Maximally
Stable (MS) regions are discovered using a common Max-
imally Stable Extremal Region (MSER) detection algorithm
[11], [12]. MSER is accepted to be a reliably effective and
computationally efficient method of detecting feature regions
in single channel images. Early work to extend MSER to
multi-channel color images was presented in [13] but did not
achieve bottom up feature detection as in [14] where the author
presents a derivative work specifically for maximally stable
color regions, MSCR.
There have been a number of proposals for color descrip-
tors that describe color attributes of an image. These are
conveniently small in dimensionality (Table I) and represent
the color information around a key point using a color
histogram. A detailed description of histogram based color
descriptors is provided in [15]. Color alone is not robust
for achieving good correspondences between images. There
have been many descriptors proposed to use color, such
as the biologically inspired SODOSIFT [16] and those that
use texture descriptors in various color channel combina-
tions, concatenating the texture from each channel. Many
of these are based on the SIFT descriptor resulting in a
128×3 = 384 dimension descriptor. HSV-SIFT [17] calculates
a SIFT descriptor on each of the three channels in HSV
color space and RGB-SIFT [15] is a similar algorithm using
RGB channels, with values equal to the Transformed Color
SIFT method [15]. rgSIFT [15] builds descriptors on the r
and g chromacity components of the normalized RGB color
model (r, g, b)T =
(
R
R+G+B ,
G
R+G+B ,
B
R+G+B
)T
and C-
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Descriptor Dimension
Normalized RG Histogram 30
Hue-Histogram 37
Opponent Histogram 45
RGB-Histogram 45
Transformed Color Histogram 45
TABLE I
COLOR HISTOGRAM DESCRIPTORS AND THEIR DIMENSIONALITY. SEE
[15] FOR A DETAILS OF THESE DESCRIPTORS AND THEIR PROPERTIES.
SIFT [18] uses a normalized opponent color space, dividing
the first two channels by the intensity channel O3, O1O3 and
O2
O3
, making it invariant with respect to light intensity [15].
OpponentSIFT identifies features in opponent color channels,
red-green (RG) and yellow-blue (YB) [19] by computing
SIFT descriptors in each of the channels (O1, O2, O3)
T
=(
R−G√
2
, R+G−2B√
6
, R+G+B√
3
)T
. OpponentSURF uses the same
technique with SURF features. The interested reader is referred
to [15] for a comprehensive review of color descriptors.
In each of these, color information is used in detecting
features and extracted descriptors are implicitly discriminative
by virtue of their construction. However, the color detail of
the image area around the feature is not encoded into the
descriptor and is not used to discriminate between similar fea-
tures. HueSIFT [20] describes a concatenation of a quantized
Hue Histogram of 37 dimensions with the SIFT descriptor,
concentrating on the effective detection of features without
consideration for the descriptor encoding. SIFT was also used
as a base for the bag-of-colors algorithm in the context of
image search in [21]. Our method takes a similar approach
in descriptor concatenation, but we do not limit our focus on
SIFT descriptors and we describe a robust approach to feature
distance calculations.
Color descriptors that use three color channels for feature
descriptions typically increase the dimensionality three times,
compared with their intensity based counterparts, and the size
of each descriptor becomes problematic for efficient compu-
tation and storage. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) has
been used to reduce the dimensionality in PCA-SIFT [22],
but is computationally expensive; given n data points, each
represented by p features, the computational complexity is
the sum of the covariance matrix computation O(p2n) and
its eigen-value decomposition O(p3), hence O(p2n+ p3).
Robust feature matching is important for many tasks such
as image alignment, stitching, object tracking, and search and
retrieval. Typical methods for matching feature descriptors
find the closest descriptor to another in n-dimensional space
and use a threshold to determine if the descriptors are close
enough to determine that they match. Lowe [4] increased the
robustness of this technique by introducing a distance ratio
measure that calculates a ratio of the distances of the closest
and the second closest to distinguish true and false matches.
SIFT descriptors, which are histograms, were designed for
use with Euclidean distance measures for comparison and
matching [4]. However, it is well known that using Euclidean
distance to compare histograms often yields inferior perfor-
mance than using χ2 or Hellinger measures. Arandjelovic´ and
Zisserman made this observation and proposed rootSIFT [23],
which transforms the SIFT descriptor such that the Euclidean
distance between two descriptors is equivalent to using the
Hellinger kernel, also known as Bhattacharyya’s coefficient.
rootSIFT is dubbed Hellinger distance for SIFT, and can yield
a significantly more accurate result in calculating the distance
between two descriptors used in feature descriptor matching.
In object tracking systems, matching features between ad-
jacent frames is crucial, and many systems use key point fea-
tures. Sun and Liu [24] describe a selective method of tracking
in which they calculate a confidence of feature matches by two
measures - a mean value of the maximum inner product for
every descriptor, and a ratio of reliably matched features to the
total number of features - and adapt the tracking algorithm
appropriately. Fast key point detectors and corner detectors
such as FAST enable use of key point tracking in real time
systems by reducing the computation overhead [9], and real-
time applications may employ probabilistic methods [25] for
data association to discover matching consensus [6]. This
further motivates us to apply our method to a variety of feature
descriptors beyond the popular SIFT. The contribution of color
in matching video frames from multiple views was a motivator
for the recent work of Fezza et al. [26], using a Histogram
Matching algorithm in a group of pictures considering pixels
within a square window around each SIFT feature that is
proportional to the scale parameter of the SIFT key point.
IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
A. Measuring image blur
Accurate models for calculating the motion blur of an image
have been described, from estimating the parameters of a
Point Spread Function [27] to using machine learning [28].
Our intent is not to accurately calculate the blur parameters
such that the blurred image can be restored to a sharp image,
but to quickly be able to estimate the degree to which an
image, or part of an image, is blurred. We therefore use a
straightforward method that is fast to calculate and is shown
to give a reasonable estimation of blurriness for our purposes.
We derive an efficient technique from the intuition that a
blurred image will contain fewer sharp edges than a non-
blurred image. The number of edges in an image can therefore
be used as an expression of image blurriness (or, conversely,
image sharpness). We use a Canny edge detector [29] with
a 3 × 3 Gaussian kernel, a lower threshold of 175 and an
upper threshold of 225. The small Gaussian kernel balances
execution time with sensitivity salt-and-pepper noise that can
be caused by analog-to-digital converter errors or bit errors in
transmission. The threshold values have been chosen empiri-
cally to avoid breaking noisy edges (if the lower threshold is
too high) and reducing fragmentation if the upper threshold is
too low.
The Canny edge detector [29] is used to construct a binary
edge map E from image I of size m× n,
EI = {e1, e2, e3, . . . em×n}, ei ∈ {0, 1} (1)
The sharpness of image I is then determined by a function
S(I) that calculates the fraction of non-zero pixels in the edge
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Fig. 3. Ten frames of a video sequence with a counting time stamp but no
activity in the scene
Fig. 4. Difference images of the frames in Figure 3 with their previous frame.
The colors represent pixel value differences in the RGB channels
map E, which is the fraction of pixels representing edges in
the image I .
S(I) =
1
m× n
∑
xi∈EI
xi (2)
We use this measure of image sharpness to eliminate duplicate
frames and static scenes (IV-B) and in blur-sensitive feature
detection (IV-C).
B. Duplicate frames and static scenes
Frame rate instability can cause non-deterministic duplicate
frames to appear in a video sequence. Visually duplicate
frames are seldom identical in their pixel values even when
recorded by screen-capturing, and so eliminating them from
the processing stream requires more effort than simple pixel
comparison. A related problem in video surveillance, partic-
ularly with fixed cameras, are static scenes; scenes where
nothing happens for periods of time, but the camera continues
to record and subsequently produces large sequences of video
with no activity. A security camera will often produce a
time stamp on the captured image, and frames are therefore
different in the counting clock (and date roll-over at midnight)
but otherwise unchanged (Figure 3).
Processing duplicate images is time-consuming, wasteful
of resource and complicates algorithms that are designed to
work with movement. It is therefore desirable to eliminate
duplicate frames and static scenes from the processing queue.
The sparse optical flow is calculated using the multi-scale
Lucas-Kanade algorithm [30], with good features to track [31]
key point features. Feature descriptors are matched in each
pair of temporally adjacent frames and if no features change
location in the second frame, then the frames are treated as
identical. We ignore extreme small or large movements and
only consider movements between 1 pixel and 2σ pixels, as
95% of values are within 2 standard deviations of the mean.
An exception case is made if one or other of the images is
measured as blurred (Eq. 3) and the other isn’t. In this case,
the feature matching algorithm may fail but given a difference
in sharpness measure, the frames are considered not duplicate
and not static.
The determination of a blurred image is to find a suitable
threshold below which S(I) from Eq. 2 must fall to represent
an image that is blurred. Our definition of a blurred image is
therefore;
image I is blurred =
{
true if S(I) 6 ϕ
false otherwise
(3)
In our experiments, we use an empirical value ϕ := 132 , so
if edges are present in 3.125% of the image or less, then
the image is deemed to be blurred. This value is sensitive
to the content of the scene. In our use case of CCTV footage,
scenes are generally quite busy, in built-up areas containing
a lot of activity (people, vehicles, buildings, etc.), and this
value has worked well. The duplicate frame elimination is
an optimization to avoid processing frames where the result
will be the same as a previous frame. In this situation, there
is some flexibility of the robustness of the algorithm where
false positives will only cause a frame to be processed where
perhaps it is need not have been.
The method is robust to time stamp counters within the
frame because movement between frames is only identified
if a matching feature is in a different position in the two
frames. In the case of counting digits of a time stamp, features
surrounding a 6, for example, are not matched in the next
frame to the features surrounding the 7 that replaces the 6, and
therefore no movement is detected. This technique therefore
detects movement between frames, not simply differences
between the frames.
Figure 3 shows an example of frames from a video sequence
recorded with a static camera, with a time stamp counter in the
corner. Each of these frames were determined to be duplicates
by the above algorithm, despite the substantial pixel value
differences as shown in Figure 4.
C. Blur sensitive feature detection
Image blur is a very significant hindrance to matching fea-
tures between frames in low quality images. This observation
leads us to adapt feature detection to maximise correspondence
accuracy in a technique we call blur sensitive feature detection.
The method is designed to optimise a local region within an
image with respect to its blurriness and that of the adjacent
frame image to which correspondence is to be established.
Applying a localised blur of the area before detecting features
can help to find more similar features to the corresponding
image, if the amount of image blur can be more closely
matched.
A relationship map Ms is established to correspond the
properties of a 2D Gaussian kernel Gk of size k with the
sharpness measure of the query image IQ after a convolution
with Gk. The map holds sharpness values for the query image
after convolution with 2D Gaussian filters of kernel size in the
set Γ. Let
Γ ≡ {p ∈ N|p = 2q − 1 ∧ q ∈ N} (4)
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Fig. 5. Relationship between the size of a Gaussian kernel (x-axis) used
to artificially blur example query images (curves) and the sharpness of the
resulting image (y-axis). The kernel size steadily increases while the decline in
sharpness (increase in image blur) varies with different query image regions.
The relationship map Ms therefore needs to calculated for each query region
used for correspondence matching.
The sharpness is calculated for each kernel size and stored in
an associative map k → S(I)
Ms(k) = S(Gk ∗ IQ) ∀k ∈ Γ ∧ k ≤ α ∈ N (5)
where
Ms(·) represents an entry in an associative map
S(·) image sharpness, from Eq. 2
Gk Gaussian filter of kernel size k
∗ represents 2D convolution
α an upper bound on the Guassian kernel size
Figure 5 shows some examples of the relationships between
the size of a Gaussian kernel used to artificially blur example
query images and the sharpness of the resulting image in Ms.
This demonstrates the variance in the correlation between the
steepness in the decline in sharpness (increase in image blur)
with steadily increasing kernel sizes for different query image
regions, and therefore the need to calculate Ms for each query
region used for correspondence matching.
A sharpness adjustment Sa is calculated as the difference
between the sharpness of the original (unconvolved) query
image region IQ and the target image IT to which correspon-
dence is to be established.
Sa = S(IQ)− S(IT ) (6)
The value of Sa is used to find the corresponding Gaussian
kernel size k in Ms which, when convolved with IQ will
produce an image I ′Q with sharpness that will most closely
match S(IT )
m = arg max
k
{Sa − S(Gk ∗ IQ)} m ≥ 0 (7)
I ′Q = Gm∗ IQ (8)
Features are detected in, and extracted from I ′Q and IT and
correspondences are found between these feature sets.
Matching performance is considerably improved by aligning
sharpness of the images before feature detection. However,
blurring an image reduces texture structure, which reduces
the effectiveness of feature detectors, especially corner-based
detectors such as FAST and BRISK. If no features are found
in I ′Q, we repeat the process with IQ as the entire query image,
not bounded to the query region of interest. We do this with
the understanding that the bounded region of interest contains
little texture so retrying with greater kernel sizes would offer
only minor improvements, whereas the sharpness of the query
image as a whole provides more information with respect to
blur induced by camera movement. In the unlikely event that
no features are found in the revised I ′Q, we fall back features
found in IQ. In all of our experiments, this fall back position
is never required as the unbounded IQ image always produces
a usable feature set.
D. Combinatorial Texture and Color feature matching
We create a new combinatorial feature descriptor repre-
senting local features with color information from the sur-
rounding region. First, any local feature detector is used to
find feature locations and both a key point and a region are
defined for each. In the case of a key point detector such as
SIFT, a circular region is created with its center at the key
point co-ordinates. For region based feature detectors such
as Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER), the region
is approximated using an ellipse fitting algorithm through the
region boundary points and a key point is defined at the center
of the ellipse.
With the resulting set of key point locations and region
definitions, we extract a texture descriptor at each key point.
The texture descriptor is a standard feature descriptor that
will be extended by our method to improve its discriminative
capability in color images. We then build a local histogram
color model of each region to create an extension descriptor.
Using the region shape as a mask over the color image,
pixels falling within the shape are quantized into a local
color histogram representing the region. This histogram is
transformed into a feature descriptor using the histogram bins
as the feature dimension. Finally, the text descriptor and color
descriptor are concatenated into a composite descriptor.
The RGB color space is known to be a poor representation
for color segmentation as there is no straightforward corre-
lation between the RGB channel values and the intensity of
a particular color that lends itself to simple thresholding. We
therefore transform the RGB image to the HSV color space for
our algorithm. The Hue (H) channel determines the color, the
Saturation (S) is the intensity of the color and the brightness
or luminance (V) can be used to find non-color white, gray
and black.
Allocating a pixel value to its closest histogram bin is done
by calculating a partial distance in HSV color space. For color
entries in the histogram, the distance is determined by the
Euclidean distance of the Hue and Saturation components, d =√
H2i + S
2
i . Distance to the additional three non-color entries
in the histogram, white, black and gray, are calculated using
the Euclidean distance of the Saturation and Value (luminance)
components, d =
√
S2i + V
2
i . Measuring color distances in the
HSV color space in this way maintains robustness to affine
illumination changes in the image.
1) Texture descriptor distance: Two features are considered
equal if they are close to each other in their high-dimensional
feature space. Popular feature descriptors are designed as
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Euclidean space vectors such that ~u and ~v represent features
~u = (u1, u2, . . . , un)
~v = (v1, v2, . . . , vn)
(9)
and the distance between them is given by the length of the
line segment uv connecting them, i.e. the Euclidean norm.
‖uv‖2 = ‖~u− ~v‖2 =
√√√√( n∑
i=1
(ui − vi)2
)
(10)
A pre-defined or dynamically calculated threshold value is
typically used to determine whether features are close enough
to be considered a reasonable match.
2) Color histogram distance: Color histogram feature space
is also multi-dimensional, but the distance between feature
points in most color spaces are more accurately calculated
using methods such as χ2 [32], Bhattacharyya distance [33],
the Earth Mover’s Distance [34]. For histograms with identical
palettes, the Normalized Histogram Intersection (NHI) [35] is
a light-weight calculation of similarity, and subtracting from
one gives a dissimilarity, which is a distance measure between
two histograms
H(a, b) = 1−
∑n
j=1 min(aj , bj)∑n
j=1 aj
(11)
3) Designing a combinatorial descriptor: In designing an
algorithm to extend an existing feature descriptor, consider-
ation is made to the potential of falsely matching dissimilar
features of similar color or moving vectors in feature space
closer together where neither their feature descriptor nor the
color are similar. Our goal is to produce a generic extension
that can be used with any underlying texture feature descriptor,
and so we focus on a method to combine an n1-dimensional
texture feature descriptor with an n2-dimensional color his-
togram in such a way as to discriminate similar features of
different colors without these pitfalls.
Consider a naı¨ve implementation that concatenates an n2-
dimensional color-histogram onto a n1-dimensional texture
descriptor to form an (n1+n2)-dimensional feature descriptor,
and compares the combined descriptors as single vectors.
Ignoring the differences in scale of the two components,
extending the dimensionality to accommodate the color in-
formation is intuitive, however the method will treat the color
histogram as an integral part of the feature, applying Eq. 10 to
the vector as a whole and losing the unique properties of the
color histogram. Figure 6 shows a correlation between using
Euclidean distance and histogram similarity to measure the
closeness of features from a typical dataset. The low positive
correlation value of 0.49 shows that a Euclidean distance will
generally give a reasonable indicative result but is less accurate
than the histogram similarity (1−NHI).
4) Distance between descriptors: A feature can be said to
correspond to its closest match in a set of candidate features,
where the descriptor with the smallest distance is selected,
irrespective of the value of the distance or its relationship to
its neighbors. Lowe [4] refined this method using a distance
ratio to determine if the closest match was a good match. The
distance ratio method finds the closest two features fc and
Fig. 6. Correlation of the distance between color histograms using the
Euclidean distance (left axis) and a similarity based on Normalized Histogram
Intersection (right axis). Correlation ≈ 0.49 indicates a low positive correla-
tion between the two measures.
fc+1 and divides the nearest distance by the second closest
distance,
distance ratio =
‖f − fc‖2
‖f − fc+1‖2
(12)
This ratio helps to determine how reliable the match is. If the
nearest feature has another feature close to it, then there is a
lesser likelihood that the match is correct. Tests in the original
paper suggest that 0.8 is a reasonable threshold for this ratio,
based on analysis of 40, 000 key points, and that matches with
a distance ratio greater than 0.8 should be considered less
reliable, thus,
match =
{
true if ‖f−fc‖2‖f−fc+1‖2 6 0.8
false otherwise
(13)
We follow this understanding in our method and use the
color information of both features to scale the distance be-
tween their descriptors. In doing this, a metric of the difference
in the color histograms logically moves the features apart,
extending the line segment uv.
5) Distance Definition: The composite feature descriptor f
is conveniently represented as a single n-dimensional vector,
where n the sum of the lengths of the texture ~t, and histogram
h.
f = (~t, h) (14)
In calculating the distance D between two composite de-
scriptors, we first consider a distance measure between each
of the two parts independently, d1 and d2, and combine
the results. The texture descriptor distance d1 is a standard
calculation of the Euclidean distance between the two vectors
and d2 is the distance between the two colour histogram
descriptors, H(·) from Eq. 11.
d1 =
∥∥~t1 − ~t2∥∥2 (15)
d2 = H(h1,h2) (16)
The individual distance measures d1 and d2 are then com-
bined to yield a representative distance between the two
composite descriptors. A simple sum D = d1 + d2 does
not account for the difference in scale within each of the
descriptors, which itself will be different depending on the
choice of texture descriptor. The product D = d1 × d2
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Fig. 7. F1 score comparing a variety of combination methods in the distance
calculation; D = d1+(d2)2, D = d1+d2, D = d2(1+d1), D = d1×d2,
D = d1× d2 + d1 + d2, and the proposed D = d1(1+ d2), against the F1
measure of an unmodified SIFT descriptor
down-scales the texture distance based on the color histogram
distance, effectively moving similar texture descriptors closer
together. This reduces the discrimination of similar textual
descriptors, increasing the number of mismatches and reduces
the overall accuracy. We derive a composition applying a
constant multiplier to the normalized histogram distance and
summing with the texture distance, in general form,
D = d1 + λd2 (17)
The selection of a suitable value for λ has been the subject
of many experiments. Any empirically chosen constant value
is not robust for the variety of challenging images from
surveillance video images, and we therefore look to a dynamic
value for λ which represents the conditions within which the
feature appears.
Using d2 as a value for λ reduces the impact of the color
histogram distance because d2 is a normalized value, which
when multiplied by itself becomes smaller, and overall less
discriminative. However, d1 is a good candidate. With λ = d1,
the color distance is used to scale the distance measure of
the texture descriptor so that it discriminates between similar
descriptors of different colors.
D = d1 + λd2
λ = d1
∴ D = d1(1 + d2)
(18)
Figure 7 shows a comparison of performance using a variety
of combination methods; D = d1 + (d2)2, D = d1 + d2,
D = d2(1 + d1), D = d1 × d2, D = d1 × d2 + d1 + d2,
and the proposed D = d1(1 + d2), against the F1 measure
of an unmodified SIFT descriptor, highlighting the superior
performance of the proposed method in our experiment data.
We see from Eq. 18 that with λ = d1 we apply the color
distance measure as a scalar to the distance between two
texture feature descriptors. Increasing the normalized value
of d2 from the range 0 . . . 1 into 1 . . . 2, thus upscaling the
distance of a texture feature by multiplication. The overall
distance between two composite descriptors is therefore
D = d1(1 + d2)
=
∥∥~t1 − ~t2∥∥2 ×
(
2−
∑n
j=1 min(aj , bj)∑n
j=1 aj
)
(19)
The use of a scalar applied to the texture descriptor dis-
tance ensures that attributes of the texture descriptor such
as invariance to affine scale and rotation transformations, are
preserved. The calculation of the color histogram in Hue and
Saturation channels maintains invariance in affine illumination
transformations.
Distance Calculation To find the closest descriptor Dc to
a given descriptor Di it is customary to use an algorithm
based on Euclidean distance, such as k-Nearest Neighbor. We
perform a nearest descriptor calculation in two parts. First, the
k-nearest neighbors of the texture descriptor ~t are found using
the standard algorithm with k = 5, giving {~v1, ~v2, ~v3, ~v4, ~v5}.
For each of the five closest descriptors, we perform the scaling
multiplication of Eq. 19 and determine the descriptor with the
smallest resulting distance to be the closest, Dc
Dc = arg min
i
{Dvi} (20)
This is not guaranteed to be optimal, but in our tests increasing
k to 10 does not improve the result. This calculation does
not produce a worse approximation than the common method
to reduce computational complexity in a k-Nearest Neighbor
search using Approximate Nearest Neighbor algorithm (ANN),
which uses a randomized indexing method making the result
non-deterministic, but is widely accepted for most matching
tasks.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We evaluate the performance of the proposed descriptor by
measuring the accuracy of matching features between pairs
of images. The definition of a feature match depends on the
matching strategy that is applied [36]. Our intention is to
measure the accuracy of our new composite feature descriptor
and distance calculation. We therefore compare our results
with a nearest neighbour matching algorithm without any
threshold filtering, such as Nearest Neighbour Distance Ratio
to discard poor matches.
We use seven feature detectors to find initial regions of
interest. Five popular intensity based key point detectors;
Harris Corners detector (HARRIS), SIFT, SURF, BRISK and
FAST, and two region detectors; MSER on gray scale represen-
tations and maximally stable color regions (MSCR) on color
images. For each of these sets of features, we compare feature
matching performance of descriptors extracted using SIFT and
SURF, with and without our combinatorial descriptor, and later
using OpponentSIFT and OpponentSURF 3-channel descrip-
tors, again with and without our combinatorial descriptor.
The key point detectors HARRIS, SIFT and SURF are
chosen because of their popularity and widespread adoption in
many tasks including object classification and image retrieval
[37], and BRISK and FAST for their high performance and
relevance for real-time processing. We are keen to demonstrate
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Fig. 8. Matching accuracy blur sensitive feature detection. Matching accuracy
improvement is subject to the choice of feature detector and performance is
broadly consistent across all extractors for each detector. However, Harris
Corner features vary considerably for each descriptor type, and decreases
matching performance in two cases.
the universal improvements of our method and therefore also
include region based detectors MSER and MSCR in our
comparisons.
A. Blur sensitive feature detection
We evaluate the blur sensitive feature detection technique
independently using our seven selected feature detectors with
state-of-the-art descriptors and Euclidean distance measure-
ments. Our sharpness map contains convolutions with Gaus-
sian kernels up to 11× 11, thus α := 11 in Eq. 5.
Figure 8 shows the percentage improvements in matching
quality achieved by applying the blur sensitive feature detec-
tion algorithm to our test database. The matching accuracy
improvement is subject to the choice of feature detector, which
is expected because the artificial blurring of the image will
affect each detector differently. The matching performance is
broadly consistent across all extractors for each detector. The
exception are Harris Corner features which vary considerably
for each descriptor type, and decreases matching performance
in two cases; rootSIFT and OpponentSIFT descriptors. BRISK
features yielded consistently low improvements, and matching
SURF features was generally more improved. With rootSIFT
descriptors extracted from SURF key points being improved
the most, by 92.8%.
Colour H S V
Red 0◦ 100% 100%
Brown 15.1◦ 74.5% 64.7%
Yellow 60◦ 100% 100%
Green 120◦ 100% 100%
Blue 240◦ 100% 100%
Violet 300◦ 45.4% 93.3%
Pink 349.5◦ 24.7% 100%
White 0◦ 0% 100%
Black 0◦ 0% 0%
Grey 0◦ 0 60%
TABLE II
COLOUR PALETTE FROM [38] USED IN OUR EXPERIMENTS
B. Combinatorial descriptor assessment
We use a fixed colour histogram for all images. In ex-
periments, the 10-bin palette of Park et al. [38] has proven
to work well; seven colours and three special considerations
for intensities (Table II). This palette has been used for the
experiments presented in this paper. The descriptor extension
is therefore 10 dimensions in size.
1) Query by example: A rectangular area of an image is
specified as a query region containing features that are to be
matched in subsequent frames of the video sequence. In our
first test the query region represents a distinctive two-color
back-pack being worn by a person. This region is matched
against 250 video frames, each of which has ground truth
information defining the boundaries of the back-pack within
it.
Descriptors are created for the query image region and
each image under consideration (candidate images) using the
method described above. The positions of the features within
the candidate image that match with the query region are then
assessed relative to the ground truth and determined to be a
true or false positive result or a negative result. A true positive
result is a feature that matched with the query region (a query
match) lies within the ground truth region. If a query match
falls outside the ground truth then the region is labeled as
false negative result. A feature matched between the images
from outside the query region that falls within the ground truth
region is counted as a false positive result. A match between
the images from outside the query region to outside the ground
truth region is not used directly within our analysis but are
implicitly relative to other metrics.
Results for each feature are tallied for each image, and these
are then summed across all of the images in the sequence.
The true positive tp, false positive fp and false negative fn
totals for the images are then used to calculate the recall
and precision measures of performance of each of the four
descriptors with and without our extension; recall = tptp+tn
and precision = tptp+fp .
In reporting our results we use the F -measure, the weighted
harmonic mean of recall and precision, to measure and com-
pare the accuracy of our combinatorial descriptor and distance
measure with well-known descriptors. We favor neither preci-
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Fig. 9. Improvement of SIFT and SURF intensity descriptors using our
combinatorial descriptor and distance measure. Orange bars show percentage
improvements of SURF descriptors using our method, and blue bars show
improvements in SIFT. The baseline uses standard descriptors with Euclidean
distance measures in feature space. The overall average improvement across
all of the feature descriptors in this test was 95.2%.
sion nor recall over the other, and therefore use the F1 score,
defined as
F1 =
(2× recall × precision)
(recall + precision)
(21)
2) Intensity descriptors: It is important to compare the fea-
ture matching performance with popular intensity descriptors
because these have the smallest dimensionality. In a large-
scale processing system, size of descriptors is important for
minimizing memory and disk storage and data processing time.
Our experiments compared the matching performance of
SIFT and SURF descriptors against our combinatorial de-
scriptor based on SIFT and SURF with our distance measure,
for features detected using Harris Corners (HARRIS), SIFT,
SURF, BRISK, FAST, MSCR and MSER (Figure 9). Feature
matching is determined by the nearest neighbor feature in
descriptor space. The greatest improvement was achieved with
SIFT descriptors extracted from MSER features where the F1
measure increased by 163% using our method (from 0.064
to 0.167) compared to a plain SIFT descriptor on the same
MSER features.
Overall, the average improvement across all of the feature
descriptors in this test was 95.2%.
Figure 10 shows two examples of matching feature de-
scriptors from a region of interest within a query image to
a subsequent frame in a surveillance video, using a SURF
feature detector. The top images show matches of SURF
descriptors extracted from the SURF features within the region
of interest in the query image (left), and a blurred frame
(right). There is a notable increase in the number of features
matched into the bag region in the right hand image. The
bottom images show matches from the same query frame to
a sharper subsequent frame and demonstrates the reduction
in false-positive matches into background features. The less
cluttered Figure 11 repeats the second image pairs from Figure
10 using the distance ratio filter (Eq. 13) from [4]. There are
new positive matches in both images, matching points within
the rucksack that are not matched in the top row. In addition,
the number of false positives is visibly reduced, with fewer
Fig. 10. Two examples of matching SURF features on a colored bag from a
query frame (left in each pair) to a subsequent video frame. Top, matches
to a blurred image perform poorly using Approximate Nearest Neighbor
(blue matches) and a significant increase in matches to the target bag using
our method (yellow matches). Bottom demonstrates the significantly reduced
number of false positive matches to the background using our method (yellow)
compared with ANN matching (blue).
Fig. 11. Good matches (Eq. 13) are shown for SURF features (top row) and
using our method (bottom row).
yellow lines matched to the background in the right-hand
images.
3) Color descriptors: We now assess our algorithm using
two high-dimensional color descriptors, OpponentSIFT (384-
dimensions) and OpponentSURF (192-dimensions), with the
same features from the previous section.
The F1 measure on our test video sequence is improved
using color descriptors over using the intensity texture de-
scriptors. This is to be expected as the color information
provides a more discriminative comparison. In our test video
sequence, the best match performance was achieved using
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Fig. 12. Improvement of OpponentSIFT and OpponentSURF color descriptors
using our combinatorial descriptor and distance measure. Orange bars show
percentage improvements of OpponentSURF descriptors using our method,
and blue bars show improvements in OpponentSIFT. The baseline uses
standard descriptors with Euclidean distance measures in feature space. The
overall average improvement across all of the feature descriptors in this test
was 95.2%.
the combinatorial OpponentSIFT descriptor with FAST fea-
tures, achieving an improvement of 12% over the original
OpponentSIFT descriptors’ accuracy of 0.415. Matching Op-
ponentSURF descriptors of FAST features was improved the
most of all color descriptors, by 98.5% but the F1 score is
low, increasing from just 0.149 to 0.296.
OpponentSIFT uses color information in the extraction of
the descriptor and can be expected to out-perform those
that do not use color information in a dataset in which
color is visually distinctive. In their thorough evaluation of
color feature descriptors, van de Sande et al. conclude that
OpponentSIFT is generally a better performing descriptor and
is a good choice where there is no prior knowledge of the
images or object/scene categories [15]. In our tests, results
show that our extension method generally improves matching
with this descriptor by up to 47.2% depending on the initial
feature detector (Figure 12).
Overall the average improvement across all of the color
feature descriptors in this test was 39.8%.
4) Matching with color variations: The representation of
color of an object within an image changes with many factors
such as illumination, camera, distance, and weather. Our
method is invariant to illumination changes by its analysis of
Hue and Saturation in the HSV color space and the quantiza-
tion of color to a fixed palette. The clarity of color is sensitive
to the distance between the object and the camera, and distant
objects begin to appear overwhelmingly gray (Figure 13).
In video sequences such as these, the color quantization to
the fixed palette converges to a spike of gray pixels which
subsequently reduces the performance of the color boost
algorithm. Instead, such nearly-gray images can be processed
using only the Hue channel of the HSV color space to quantize
the colors to the fixed histogram and accentuate the dull color.
The resulting histogram provides increased color information
which is more discriminative than gray.
We have tested combinations of channels for quantizing
color to the palette, and found that performance is optimal on
a general set of images when the Hue and Saturation channels
Fig. 13. Clarity of color is sensitive to the distance between the object and
the camera, and distant objects begin to appear overwhelmingly gray.
Fig. 14. Difference in F1 accuracy using only the Hue component on near-
gray images. The slight reduction (2-4%) in True Positive values (blue) is
compensated by a larger reduction (up to 9%) in the False Positive rate
(orange). The overall F1 measure is consistently improved in 92% of the
145 frames (green).
are used. However, in poor imaging conditions, performance
can be improved by using only the Hue channel. The images
in Figure 13 are taken from a short video sequence of 486
frames. The improvements that were gained using only the
Hue channel to generate correspondences of the green checked
shirt (highlighted) are shown in Figure 14. The discriminative
nature of the color boosting method is clearly demonstrated
with two key performance measures. While true positive cor-
respondence of features was reduced by 2-4%, which typically
represents only one or two features, the number of False
Positive matches reduced by up to 9%. The improvement of
the overall F1-measure, plotted in green against the secondary
axis, shows a maximum improvement of 100%, and in only
twelve frames the F1 measure was reduced.
An intelligent implementation can adjust which channels are
used for the color quantization based upon real-time analysis
of the resulting histogram. If HS channels yield a histogram
that is biased to gray, then the quantization calculation should
be repeated with only the Hue channel, H .
5) State of the Art Color Descriptors: There have been a
number of color descriptors proposed, and we compare state-
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Fig. 15. Comparing the F1 score of state-of-the-art colour descriptor with
our combinatorial method
of-the-art color SIFT descriptors to our extension applied to
intensity SIFT descriptors. SIFT descriptors are extracted from
the images at feature positions detected by our trial set of
detectors; Harris Corners, SIFT, SURF, BRISK, FAST, MSCR
and MSER. We apply our combinatorial extension to these
SIFT descriptors and measure the F1 score on our test dataset.
A distance ratio filter (Eq. 13) is applied to ensure we are
comparing the robust matches in all cases. The F1 scores
are then compared with those achieved on the same dataset
using state of the art color SIFT descriptors HUE-SIFT, RGB-
SIFT, C-SIFT, HSV-SIFT and RG-SIFT (Figure 15) using the
implementation of [15]. HUE-SIFT has dimension D = 165
and all the others have D = 384. Our combined descriptor
is D = 138, based on D = 128 SIFT with a 10 bin colour
extension. The F1 score of the original descriptor is shown
alongside the F1 score of our combined descriptor. In all
cases apart from features detected by MSCR, the combined
descriptor shows a large increase in F1 over the original
descriptor.
A combinatorial extension to SIFT descriptors of SIFT
features shows the largest improvement, and comes close to
matching the accuracy of C-SIFT, which is three times slower
to compute and nearly three times the size. SIFT descriptors
extracted from BRISK features is a significant result for our
application as BRISK is a high performance detector and
with our combinatorial extension, we achieve an F1 score that
improves on HUE-SIFT and RGB-SIFT and comes close to
the others.
Selection of an appropriate feature detector and descriptor
is difficult, and the best performing is not universal across all
images or all applications. Our method significantly improves
the F1 measurement of accuracy using fast-to-compute detec-
tors to match or exceed state-of-the-art color descriptors with
much lower memory requirements.
C. Feature matching results
The graphs in Figure 16 summarize the results from our test
database of 251 images. Each graph shows the F1 measure of
one of our seven selected feature detectors and all four of
the feature extractors, comparing the matching performance
of four methods of calculating correspondence. The pale
blue line shows SIFT features extracted from each of the
feature key points or region centers, the orange line shows
rootSIFT features, SURF is in gray, and color features of
OpponentSIFT and OpponentSURF are in yellow and dark
blue respectively. Each of the four methods are represented
on the x-axis; the original correspondence using Euclidean
distance of unmodified feature descriptors is the baseline
against which we measure performance improvements. Blur
sensitive applies the blur sensitive feature detection algorithm
using unmodified feature descriptors. Combinatorial results
are those achieved in using the combinatorial texture and
color feature matching descriptor extensions and matching
algorithm, and finally Combinatorial Blur sensitive are results
from the combined methodology described in this paper.
The upward left-to-right trend in each of the graphs demon-
strates the improvement in matching performance that is
achieved with each of our method’s components, and the
combined methodology. The consistent closeness of the orange
and yellow lines in the Combinatorial Blur sensitive result is
particularly striking. The performance of our method using
rootSIFT descriptors (128 + 10 dimensions) closely matches
the performance of the much larger OpponentSIFT 384 + 10
dimension descriptor and significantly outperforms state-of-
the-art feature matching using the OpponentSIFT 128D de-
scriptors with the Euclidean distance measure.
VI. STORAGE EFFICIENCY VS. MATCHING PERFORMANCE
The choice of feature detector to use in the initial step of
the processing pipeline significantly affects the ability to match
features across images. The variability of matching accuracy
is observable in the results presented in this paper. Systems
attempting to match features across a high volume of images
are becoming increasingly common, and a key consideration
for such systems is the storage efficiency of the descriptors
used and the trade-off between storage and accuracy.
The accuracy of feature matching using contemporary tech-
niques generally increases in line with the size of the descriptor
that is determined by a choice of feature extractor. Figure 17
demonstrates this where the tops of the bars the represent
the peak performance on each descriptor, and the yellow bars
of established descriptors are generally higher moving left-to-
right. The green bars show the F1 matching accuracy using
our method, where there is a peak in matching accuracy
at dimensionality D = 138 where our method using SIFT
and rootSIFT descriptors outperforms all other state-of-the-
art descriptor matching using Euclidean distance measures.
The saving in storage using our Combinatorial rootSIFT over
the performance-comparable Combinatorial OpponentSIFT is
394− 138 = 256 bytes per descriptor.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have introduced a methodology for improved discrimi-
native feature correspondence in low-quality images, with an
emphasis on storage optimization and execution performance.
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Fig. 16. Summary of the results of feature matching with each component of our method, and the combined methodology (right-most). Each graph shows
results from a different feature detector, and compares results with each of four intensity and color descriptors using four methods; original – using Euclidean
distance of unmodified feature descriptors is the baseline against which we measure performance improvements, Blur sensitive – blur sensitive feature detection
algorithm using unmodified feature descriptors, Combinatorial – combinatorial texture and color feature matching descriptor extensions and matching algorithm,
Combinatorial Blur sensitive – the combined methodology described in this paper.
Our efficient and generic extension for feature descriptors
improve the performance of feature matching and the blur
sensitive feature detection method further enhances feature
matching performance. We have shown the flexibility of the
approach by applying it to five common key point descriptors
and two popular region descriptors and we have compared
the performance of all of them in matching features between
images varying in quality and appearance. Our experiments
have demonstrated that the introduction of color information
to the feature descriptors, a unique feature distance measure
and compensating for inter-image blur differences can improve
the matching accuracy over the original descriptors in most
combinations that were tested, even where the color detail is
visually subtle in poor quality images.
Our method provides flexibility as it can be used with any
feature descriptor extracted from any key point or region detec-
tor. Further, evaluation of the method in our problem domain
of frame-to-frame feature tracking in low quality videos has
demonstrated that smaller descriptors that are computationally
lighter can be used to out-perform larger and more expensive
feature descriptors. Our experiments have demonstrated an
accuracy in matching features that out-performs all state-of-
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Fig. 17. The correlation between descriptor size and matching accuracy.
Yellow bars show measures for established descriptors and Green bars are
accuracy measures using our method. Using our method with SIFT and
rootSIFT 138D combinatorial descriptors out-perform descriptors of almost 3
times the size.
the-art methods using descriptors of less than 36% of size of
the nearest performing color descriptor.
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